Decision-making in the somatosensory domain has been intensively studied using vibrotactile frequency discrimination tasks. Results from human and monkey electrophysiological studies from this line of research suggest that perceptual choices are encoded within a sensorimotor network. These findings, however, rely on experimental settings in which perceptual choices are inextricably linked to sensory and motor components of the task. Here, we devised a novel version of the vibrotactile frequency discrimination task with saccade responses which has the crucial advantage of decoupling perceptual choices from sensory and motor processes. We recorded human fMRI data from 32 participants while they performed the task. Using a wholebrain searchlight multivariate classification technique, we identify the left lateral prefrontal cortex and the oculomotor system, including the bilateral frontal eye fields (FEF) and intraparietal sulci, as representing vibrotactile choices. Moreover, we show that the decoding accuracy of choice information in the right FEF correlates with behavioral performance. Not only are these findings in remarkable agreement with previous work, they also provide novel fMRI evidence for choice coding in human oculomotor regions, which is not limited to saccadic decisions, but pertains to contexts where choices are made in a more abstract form.
| INTRODUCTION
A perceptual decision comprises multiple stages converting sensory inputs via a categorical judgment about the perceived information into an appropriate behavior. One of the main aims of perceptual decisionmaking research has been to identify, characterize, and dissociate brain activities directly linked to the decision from other signals that accompany this chain of processes.
In the somatosensory domain, neural mechanisms underlying perceptual choices have been extensively studied with electrophysiology in monkeys using vibrotactile frequency discrimination tasks (Romo & de Lafuente, 2013) . In these studies, monkeys compare two sequentially presented vibrotactile stimuli and indicate whether the frequency of the second stimulus (f2) is higher or lower than the first (f1) with a manual response. The findings suggest that the comparison process and the resulting perceptual choice are encoded within a sensorimotor network, including prefrontal, premotor, motor, and sensory cortices (Haegens et al., 2011; Hernández, Zainos, & Romo, 2002; Hernández et al., 2010; Romo, Hernández, & Zainos, 2004) .
In humans, the initial attempt to identify neural correlates of vibrotactile decision-making was conducted with fMRI (Pleger et al., 2006; Preuschhof, Heekeren, Taskin, Schubert, & Villringer, 2006) . These authors revealed that multiple regions, particularly the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the insula are involved in decision-making (see also Kelly & O'Connell, 2015 for a review of fMRI studies in the broader field of visual decision making). However, due to the sluggish nature of the BOLD response, the question of how the observed changes in BOLD amplitude are related to different components during a decision process, for example, sensory-, decision-, and motordriven signals, remains a matter of debate (see Mulder, van Maanen, & Forstmann, 2014) , rendering it difficult to ground these studies within a greater context. Further evidence from human data has been recently reported in EEG studies. In line with research focusing on oscillatory activity in monkeys (Haegens et al., 2011) , Herding and colleagues found that choices are encoded by differential power of upper beta band oscillations in premotor structures. Notably, the most likely source of the beta band modulation moved according to the response effector: the medial premotor cortex for manual responses (Herding, Spitzer, & Blankenburg, 2016) and the frontal eye field for saccades (Herding, Ludwig, & Blankenburg, 2017) . Taken together, the electrophysiological findings across species suggest a pivotal role of sensorimotor regions, in particular the premotor regions, in computing and representing vibrotactile choice. Moreover, these findings align well with a large body of literature on monkey studies in the visual domain which suggests that perceptual decisions are mainly formed in brain regions involved in preparing and selecting actions (Cisek & Kalaska, 2010; Gold & Shadlen, 2007) .
The vibrotactile frequency discrimination task has been a powerful tool for exploring the neural underpinnings of somatosensory decision-making. However, in the standard versions of this task, perceptual choices are inextricably linked to the sensory and motor components of the task. That is, f1 is typically set as the reference frequency against which f2 is compared. Thus, observers will typically decide "higher" if frequencies are presented in an increasing order (f1 < f2), and "lower" if they are in a decreasing order (f1 > f2), resulting in a correlation between stimulus order and perceptual choice that precludes a clear dissociation between sensory-and choice-related signals. Furthermore, each perceptual choice is most often directly mapped to a movement toward a specific spatial target so that brain signals reflecting perceptual choice cannot be separated from brain signals related to action selection. This raises the question of whether the previously reported premotor regions would still encode perceptual choices when choices are independent of action selection (cf., Huk, Katz, & Yates, 2017) . This is particularly relevant in light of a growing body of evidence suggesting that abstract, motorindependent choices are represented by brain regions that are not primarily associated with action selection (Filimon, Philiastides, Nelson, Kloosterman, & Heekeren, 2013; Hebart, Donner, & Haynes, 2012) .
With the present fMRI study, we aimed to identify human brain regions that represent vibrotactile choice independent of the sensory and motor components of the task. We modified the vibrotactile frequency discrimination task so that the choice is disentangled from the preceding stimulus order and the succeeding saccade movement direction. Importantly, we employed a searchlight multivariate pattern analysis (Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006) , which allowed the isolation of choice-related activity patterns from those associated with other task components across the whole brain without a priori assumptions about where to expect such a representational code.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS

| Participants
Thirty-two healthy, right-handed volunteers with normal or correctedto-normal vision participated in the experiment. All participants gave written informed consent prior to the experiment. The experimental protocols were approved by the local ethics committee of the Freie Universität Berlin. Data from two participants were discarded due to excessive head motion (>8 mm), leaving 30 participants for further analyses (21 female, mean age = 27 years, age range = 22-39).
| Experimental procedure and stimuli
Participants compared frequencies of two vibrotactile stimuli sequentially administered to the distal phalanx of the left index finger and decided whether the comparison frequency was higher or lower than the reference frequency by making a saccade toward a color-coded target ( Figure 1 ). To decouple perceptual choice (higher vs. lower) FIGURE 1 Experimental paradigm. A rule cue informed which of the two rules applied (pseudo-randomized across trials and counterbalanced across participants). Rule 1 indicated that participants had to compare f1 against f2, while rule 2 indicated a comparison in the reversed direction. This was followed by f1 and f2 presented to the participants' left index finger. After the decision phase, participants compared their perceptual choice with a visual matching cue (an upward-pointing triangle indicated "higher," while a downward-pointing triangle indicated "lower") and reported a match or mismatch with a saccade to either the blue or the yellow dots on the target screen. The spatial locations of the colored dots switched across target screens and the color code were counterbalanced across participants. The matching cues and target screens were orthogonal to each other and pseudo-randomly interleaved across trials so that participants were not able to anticipate the appropriate saccade directions during the decision phase [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com] from stimulus order (f1 < f2 vs. f1 > f2), f1 and f2 alternately served as the comparison frequency based on the rule presented at the beginning of each trial. In half of the trials, participants indicated whether f1 was higher or lower than f2 (rule 1) and in the other half, they indicated whether f2 was higher or lower than f1 (rule 2). Furthermore, instead of pre-assigning a choice to a specific spatial target or target color, participants reported a match or mismatch between their perceptual choice and the proposition indicated by a matching cue. Importantly, the matching cue and the following target screen were presented after the decision phase so that participants could neither anticipate the target color nor prepare a saccade response toward the spatial target.
Each trial began with a fixation period of variable duration (3, 4, 5, or 6 s). A rule cue (square or diamond) was shown at the center of the presentation screen for 500 ms and instructed participants which of the subsequently presented vibrotactile stimuli served as the comparison stimulus. The specific association between cue symbols and rules was counterbalanced across participants. The rule cue was followed by two vibrotactile stimuli with different frequencies (each 500 ms), which were separated by a 1 s retention period. After a decision phase of 2 s, an equilateral triangle, serving as a visual matching cue, was centrally presented for 500 ms. An upward-pointing triangle indicated a comparison stimulus of higher frequency, whereas a downward-pointing triangle indicated a comparison stimulus of lower frequency. The matching cues were pseudo-randomly interleaved across trials. Participants compared their perceptual choice with the matching cue and reported a match or mismatch by making a saccade to one of the two color-coded targets (blue vs. yellow dot) presented in the periphery along the horizontal meridian after the matching cue offset. The color code was counterbalanced across participants and the location of the blue and yellow dots on the target screen alternated pseudo-randomly across trials. Participants were instructed to respond as fast as possible. A response later than 1.5 s after the target screen onset was considered a missed trial.
Vibrotactile stimuli were delivered to the distal phalanx of the left index fingers by a piezoelectric Braille display with 16 pins (4 × 4 quadratic matrix, 2.5 mm spacing), controlled by a programmable stimulator (QuaeroSys Medical Devices, Schotten, Germany). The frequency of the first stimulus (f1) varied between 16, 20, 24, and 28 Hz. Each f1 was paired with an f2 that was either 4 Hz higher or lower, resulting in a total of eight stimulus pairs (16 vs. 12 Hz, 16 vs. 20 Hz, 20 vs. 16 Hz, 20 vs. 24 Hz, 24 vs. 20 Hz, 24 vs. 28 Hz, 28 vs. 24 Hz, and 28 vs. 32 Hz) . All stimuli lay well within the flutter range (~5-50 Hz; Romo & Salinas, 2003) . Prior to the fMRI session, participants completed a training session to become familiar with the experimental procedure. The training session consisted of 64-128 trials and lasted a maximum of 45 min.
Importantly, the use of such a balanced design enabled the decoupling of choice-related signals from those related to stimulus order and preparation for a specific saccade response direction without requiring the temporal jittering of event onsets. This is because, due to the balanced design, each specific choice was expected to have approximately the same number of trials associated with each stimulus order and each saccade direction respectively (Hebart et al., 2012) .
This further ensured an equal estimability of all conditions of interest and minimized the possibility of classifying choices using the difference in the variability of the beta weight estimates (Hebart & Baker, 2017) . and spatial realignment to the mean functional image. MVPA was performed using The Decoding Toolbox (Hebart, Goergen, & Haynes, 2015) . We used the SPM Anatomy toolbox (Eickhoff et al., 2005) 
| Data acquisition
| Decoding perceptual choices
We used a searchlight decoding method that allowed us to identify brain regions that carry information about the perceptual choice during decision phases in a spatially unbiased fashion. Prior to the decoding analysis, we fit a GLM (192 s high pass filtered) to each participant's preprocessed data to obtain run-wise beta weights for each voxel. Each perceptual choice (higher vs. lower) was modeled as a stick regressor at the onsets of decision phases in correct trials and convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Incorrect and missed trials were modeled with a separate regressor of nointerest. Additionally, 10 principal components accounting for the variance in the white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signal time courses (Behzadi, Restom, Liau, & Liu, 2007) were included in the GLM alongside six head motion parameters as nuisance regressors.
Finally, constant terms were included to account for run-specific In each searchlight step, we extracted beta weights from all voxels within a 4-voxel radius sphere (maximal 251 voxels) at a given location of the brain to create pattern vectors. An SVM classifier was trained to distinguish between the pattern vectors of different choices with the data from all but one run and tested for its generalizability on the data from the remaining run. The performance of the classifier was indicated by the decoding accuracy on the test run, that is, the percentage of correctly classified samples. This training-testing procedure was iterated so that every run had been used as the test data once. We averaged decoding accuracies across all iterations and assigned the mean decoding accuracy to the center voxel of the searchlight. The described searchlight procedure was repeated for every voxel in the brain, yielding a continuous brain map of mean decoding accuracies which was considered to reflect the amount of information about a participant's choice across the whole brain.
For the group inference, the decoding accuracy map of each participant was normalized to MNI space, resliced to 2 mm 3 voxel size, and smoothed with a full width at half maximum Gaussian kernel of 5 mm. We computed a one-tailed one-sample t-test to assess whether the observed decoding accuracies were significantly higher than chance level (50%) across the whole brain. Voxels showing significant decoding accuracies indicated that the local activity patterns carried information about perceptual choices. To assess whether decoding accuracies in the identified regions and behavioral performances were statistically dependent across participants, we computed a t-contrast with decoding accuracy as the dependent variable and behavioral performance as the covariate.
| Decoding task rule
We were also interested in whether any brain regions represent information about the task rule during the decision phases. To test this, we used a GLM with regressors modeling the task rules at the onsets of decision phases. Again, we modeled correct and incorrect/missed trials in separate regressors and included the WM/CSF signal and motion parameters as nuisance regressors. Furthermore, the analogous procedure for the searchlight decoding analysis and the group inference was applied to the resulting beta weights, with the difference that the pattern vectors corresponded to activity patterns evoked by the different task rules.
| Control analyses
To ensure the thoroughness of the present study, we conducted further analyses to verify that the informative brain regions detected in the choice decoding analysis were indeed driven by choice representation
and not confounded by stimulus order or saccade direction. To this end, we performed two sets of decoding analyses. For the first set, we employed a GLM with regressors modeling participants' perceptual choices (higher vs. lower) for trials of each stimulus order (f1 < f2
vs. f1 > f2) separately. Beta weights corresponding to the resulting four regressors were subjected to two searchlight decoding analyses, one for each stimulus order, using the identical parameters as in the main analysis. This way, local activity patterns associated with "higher" and "lower"
choices were ensured to be independent of stimulus order. The resulting decoding accuracy maps from the two analyses were then averaged, resulting in an averaged decoding accuracy map for choices controlling for stimulus order. Using the analogous procedure, we further obtained an averaged decoding accuracy map in which choice-related activity patterns were classified separately for each of the saccade directions.
Finally, participants' averaged decoding accuracy maps from these two sets of decoding analyses were forwarded to group inferences in order to identify regions carrying choice information. These analyses fully controlled for confounds related to the stimulus order or the saccade direction at the cost of a significantly reduced number of trials (50%) for the decoding analyses and accordingly, reduced power. Nonetheless, if the informative activity patterns identified by the main choice decoding analysis were indeed driven by perceptual choice, we would expect to observe similar results in the control analyses.
We further tested whether the observed choice-selective regions could be accounted for by overall changes in the BOLD activation in single voxels. For this purpose, we ran an analogous searchlight decoding analysis, but reduced the number of voxels within the local searchlight to one. If the observed choice information was mainly represented in a multivariate code, this analysis based on a single voxel should not be able to detect choice-related information.
3 | RESULTS
| Behavioral results
The average proportion of correct responses across 30 participants was 0.877 (SD: AE0.057, range: 0.726-0.966). To assess effects of different task components on behavioral performance, we computed a three-way ANOVA with task rule (rule 1 vs. rule 2), stimulus order (f1 > f2 vs. f1 < f2), and magnitude of f1 (16, 20, 24, and (F [3, 87] = 17.046, p < 0.001, η G 2 = 0.083). For trials with f1 in the lower range, participants performed better when f2 was comparatively low (f1 > f2) than when f2 was comparatively high (f1 < f2).
Conversely, the performance for trials with f1 in the higher range was better when f2 was higher than f1 compared with those with lower f2 (Figure 2 ). Such a behavioral pattern is a frequently observed phenomenon in studies using comparison tasks and is referred to as the time- Collectively, the behavioral results suggest that participants' choice behavior was neither modulated by the stimulus order, nor by the eye movements during and after the decision phase. Thus, it is unlikely that these factors influenced the choice decoding results reported below.
| Neuroimaging results
| Choice-selective brain regions
To identify brain regions that carry choice information independent of stimulus order and saccade selection during the decision phase, we applied a searchlight MVPA across the whole brain. The results are shown in Figure 3a and Table 1 (p < 0.05, false discovery rate [FDR] corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level with a clusterdefining voxel-wise threshold of p < 0.001). As indicated by the significant above-chance decoding accuracies, this analysis revealed multiple clusters with distinguishable activity patterns for different choices. 
| Rule-selective brain regions
Next, we investigated whether information about the task rule was represented during the decision phase. Rule-selective activity patterns were observed in the prefrontal regions of both hemispheres including the left MFG and bilateral IFG, the PPC including the bilateral superior parietal lobules (SPL), and the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) in the IPL.
We further computed a "null" conjunction of the choice and the rule contrasts and found that a cluster centered around the left inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) was the only brain region to code both choice and rule (p < 0.001, cluster corrected at p FDR < 0.05; Figure 3c ,d and Table 1 ). 
| Control analyses
To further ensure that the results from the choice decoding analysis were mainly driven by choice-related BOLD signals, we conducted two additional sets of decoding analyses. These analyses controlled for effects related to stimulus order and saccade direction. The results are displayed in Figure 4 (p < 0.001, uncorrected at voxel level due to the significant reduction in amount of data). Importantly, both sets of analyses yielded highly similar decoding results to the main results, with overlapping clusters in bilateral IPS, FEF, and the left lPFC. This result demonstrates that our paradigm has effectively disentangled choice representation from stimulus order and saccade selection and confirms that the results derived from the main analysis are choice-specific. All results are reported at a cluster corrected statistical level of p FDR < 0.05 with an initial voxel-wise threshold of p < 0.001. MNI coordinates, t-values, and the mean accuracies refer to the peak voxel within each cluster.
Finally, to assess whether overall changes in the activity level of single voxels within a cluster could account for the observed choice information, we ran a decoding analysis with a single voxel searchlight.
The analysis did not reveal any significantly informative brain regions (p < 0.001, cluster corrected at p FDR < 0.05), indicating that choicerelated information was indeed represented by locally distributed activity patterns rather than a univariate code.
| DISCUSSION
In the present study we employed a modified version of the vibrotactile frequency discrimination task to explore brain regions that carry information about perceptual choice independent of stimulus order and saccade selection. Using MVPA on human fMRI data, we found vibrotactile choice-selective brain activity patterns in oculomotor regions including bilateral FEF and intraparietal regions, as well as the left lPFC. We thereby provide novel fMRI evidence for brain regions representing abstract choice in somatosensory decision-making.
The identification of choice information distributed across effector-specific premotor (FEF) and lateral prefrontal structures aligns well with previous electrophysiological studies in monkeys using the vibrotactile frequency discrimination task (Haegens et al., 2011; Hernández et al., 2002 Hernández et al., , 2010 Romo et al., 2004) . Most interestingly, and yet to be explored in the monkey literature, we also observed vibrotactile choice-selective activity patterns in intraparietal regions (IPS and IPL), which constitute, alongside the FEF and subcortical structures, the oculomotor system. This finding is compatible with a vast amount of evidence from monkey research using saccade responses in visual random-dot motion (RDM) tasks suggesting a major involvement of monkey FEF and LIP (homologous to human IPS) in sensory evidence accumulation toward a decision (Ding & Gold, 2012; Kim & Shadlen, 1999; Roitman & Shadlen, 2002; Shadlen & Newsome 2001) . With our results, we establish an important link between researches from two influential perceptual decision-making paradigms and thereby promote the notion of supramodal decision making mechanisms.
Note however, that previously reported decision-related signals in the FEF and LIP were mainly observed in studies in which perceptual choice was directly mapped to a specific, predictable saccade direction. A significant portion of decision-related signals in the FEF or LIP disappeared when saccade directions were decorrelated from perceptual choices (Bennur & Gold, 2011; Gold & Shadlen, 2003;  reviewed in Huk et al., 2017) . Similarly, recent human fMRI studies also failed to capture decision-related signals in the FEF or IPS when there was no fixed mapping between choice and saccade direction (Filimon et al., 2013; Hebart et al., 2012; Li Hegner, Lindner, & Braun, 2015) . From these results one might conclude that oculomotor regions may merely represent the motor decisions. Crucially, there are several aspects of our study which render this interpretation unlikely: The current experiment was designed so that choice-related signals could be separated from sensory and motor components of the task. Moreover, we further validated the effectiveness of this experimental protocol with control analyses on behavioral and fMRI data. Thus, we are confident that the distinctive activity patterns observed in oculomotor regions were mainly driven by the choice information. In light of this, our data provide novel evidence for choice selectivity in human oculomotor regions, which is not confined to saccadic decisions, but pertains to contexts where choices are made in a more abstract form. (Freedman & Assad, 2011 , 2016 . Indeed, these authors have proposed a common neural mechanism underlying abstract decisionmaking and categorization. Likewise, in line with our findings in the FEF, several studies have demonstrated that the functionality of premotor structures goes beyond the coding of motor-related information and extends to sensory and task information (Ferrera, Yanike, &, Cassanello, 2009; Mante, Sussillo, Shenoy, & Newsome, 2013; Nakayama, Yamagata, Tanji, & Hoshi, 2008; Siegel, Buschman, & Miller, 2015; Yamagata, Nakayama, Tanji, & Hoshi, 2009 .
Intriguingly, we show that the differentiability of choice representations in the right FEF is linked to participants' choice behavior. That is, the higher the decoding accuracy, the better participants performed the task. Such a link between decoding accuracy and behavioral performance was, however, not evident in the other reported regions, suggesting that only information in the right FEF can be read out by downstream systems controlling behavior (Williams, Dang, & Kanwisher, 2007 ; see also De-Wit, Alexander, Ekroll, & Wagemans, 2016) .
It is not immediately apparent from our data what functional role this observed correlation may reflect. Nevertheless, there is compatible evidence from recent studies in rats suggesting that the behavioral performance in a decision task is causally related to premotor structures' ability to categorize accumulated evidence into discrete choices (Erlich, Brunton, Duan, Hanks, & Body, 2015; Hanks et al., 2015) .
Accordingly, one possible interpretation is that decoding accuracies in the FEF index the quality of such categorization processes and are, hence, predictive of the behavioral performance. In concert with the implicated role of premotor structures in the transformation of abstract concepts into concrete motor commands (Nakayama et al., 2008; Yamagata et al., 2009 Yamagata et al., , 2012 , it is possible that choice information in the FEF reflects a temporary storage, waiting for additional information in order to be transformed into an appropriate saccade movement. This interpretation agrees with the growing body of evidence for a continuous flow of all task relevant information across a distributed brain network (Siegel et al., 2015) . While this interpretation is appealing, further research is warranted to enable a temporal characterization of the information transformation from sensory processing to abstract choice and finally motor output.
In addition to the FEF and IPS, we found choice information in the left lPFC. This is consistent with previous monkey research using the vibrotactile frequency discrimination task, which shows that the lPFC computes perceptual choices Jun et al., 2010) . Moreover, an involvement of the lPFC is also compatible with previous human fMRI studies suggesting lPFC's role in encoding perceptual choice independent of motor preparation (Hebart et al., 2014) and accumulating sensory evidence (Filimon et al., 2013; Heekeren, Marrett, Bandettini, & Ungerleider, 2004; Heekeren, Marrett, Ruff, Bandettini, & Ungerleider, 2006; Liu & Pleskac, 2011; Pleger et al., 2006) . Notably, although choice-selective regions detected in the current study are compatible with those reported in previous studies, the fMRI-MVPA approach used here does not allow inference regarding the origin of choice information or where the sensory evidence is accumulated. With respect to this question, Shadlen, Kiani, Hanks,
and Churchland (2008) suggest that abstract decisions evolves via the accumulation of evidence toward the implementation of particular rules and that prefrontal regions are, due to their central role in the rule representation (Sakai, 2008) , the most likely regions to host such a process. Considering that the left IFS has been identified as carrying both rule and choice information in the present study, it appears to be a promising candidate region for future studies to scrutinize the evolution of abstract vibrotactile decisions in humans. Indeed, there is evidence from a previous fMRI study in the visual domain highlighting left IFS' role in sensory evidence accumulation when choices are decoupled from specific motor commands (Filimon et al., 2013) .
In addition to the left IFS, we suggest that, given their wellestablished role in magnitude processing (Jacob, Vallentin, & Nieder, 2012; Nieder, 2016) , intraparietal regions are another potential candidate structure for deliberating decisions on the relation between two analog quantities, such as vibrotactile frequencies. A shift to focusing on intraparietal regions and their interaction with other areas in monkey electrophysiology may provide substantial complementary insight into the neural mechanisms underlying vibrotactile decisions.
In conclusion, our results suggest that the human lPFC and oculomotor regions represent vibrotactile choice independent of stimulus order and saccade selection. These results are highly consistent with previous results from monkey electrophysiology and provide empirical support for a pivotal role of human oculomotor regions in decisionmaking beyond the mere processing of saccadic movements.
